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Who do we have in the room today?
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MSIX for Recruiters
Agenda
 Session Objectives
 Migrant Student Information Exchange (MSIX)
Introduction/Overview
 MSIX as a Recruitment Tool
 MSIX Missed Enrollment Report
 Report Overview
 How to Obtain
 Potential Uses
 Sharing Session
 Recap and Suggestions
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Objective
Session Objectives







Explain purpose of MSIX and how to become a user
Explain why MSIX is a valuable resource for Recruiters
Demonstrate “Move Notification” Tool
Review MSIX “Missed Enrollments Report”
Engage participants in Group Sharing session
Recap
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Legal Reference for Records Exchange

Section 1304(b)(3) requires State Education Agencies (SEAs) to
promote interstate and intrastate coordination by providing for
educational continuity through the timely transfer of pertinent
school records (including health information) when children
move from one school to another, whether or not the move
occurs during the regular school year.
Statute

Part C of Title I of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (ESEA) of 1965 – Sections 1304(b)(3) and 1308(b)

Regulation

34 CFR 200.82(c) and 200.85 [NEW]

Guidance

Non-Regulatory Guidance for Title I, Part C,
Education of Migratory Children
www.education.state.pa.us
October 2010, VI (D).
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MSIX Overview
Migrant Student Information Exchange
 Poll
 Who is familiar with MSIX?
 Who has an MSIX login?
 Who uses MSIX for any purpose (including ID&R)?
 Who uses MSIX for ID&R purposes?
 If so, how do you use it?
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MSIX Overview
 National system with data from states that operate Migrant
Education Programs (MEPs)
 Primary purpose - Enrollment, Placement and Credit Accrual
 New Regulations REQUIRE all States to participate
 Anyone who has responsibilities and duties related to
migrant students should be eligible for a login






User access is “role based”
Most users can search/retrieve data
Data consists of 75 “Minimum Data Elements”
Most users can send “move notifications”
Reports available based on MSIX user roles
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System Overview
Overview
MSIX is a web-based portal that links States’ migrant
student record databases to facilitate the national
exchange of migrant students’ demographic (COE),
educational, and health information among the States.
MIS 2000

NGS

COEStar

Other

Enter / View
State
Student Data

End Users

State MEP Systems

View
Consolidated
Student Data

Secure File
Transfer

MSIX
-- Receives Data from Individual State Systems --- Consolidates State Student Data using a Powerful Matching Engine --- End Users can view Consolidated Data and Reports on National Data --

MSIX Data Flow
Each State has its
own MEP System
that is populated
using various
Databases and
COEs. The
information from the
State is directly input
to the MSIX system.

MSIX is populated directly from States’ migrant-specific databases. Data
quality must be addressed at the State level.
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Getting Started

1. Obtain an MSIX username and password to:
• Search, display, and print student records
• Send email notification of an arrival or
departure of a student
2. Establish a relationship with a Data
Administrator in your State to :
• Receive MSIX email notifications
• Run Missed Enrollment and Mobility
reports
www.education.pa.gov >
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MSIX Account Access
Obtaining an MSIX User Account:
• Identify and contact your District, Region or State
User Administrator (talk to your supervisor).
• Or use the links from the MSIX.
Identify your User Administrator:
MSIX Sign In page > User Administrator Search
Directions and Application:
MSIX Sign In page > How Do I Get an Account?
Training:
MSIX Sign In page > Trainers' Corner
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MSIX Roles
MSIX Role

Purpose

Primary User

• Search and view student information and reports.
• Send student move notifications.
• Initiate the merge and split process for student records in
his or her state.

Secondary User

• Search and view student information and reports.
• Send student move notifications.

Data Administrator

User Administrator

Search and view student information and reports.
Send student move notifications.
Receive student move notifications.
Initiate the merge and split process for student records in
his or her state.
• Validate merge and split process for student records in his
or her state.
•
•
•
•

• User administrators establish and manage user accounts
for users in his or her region/state.
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Brainstorming Activity

Take a few minutes to talk in
small groups to list some
challenges you face as a
recruiter.
Be prepared to share with the
large group.
www.education.pa.gov >
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ID&R Challenges
Challenges Recruiters May Face
Establishing a family’s migrant history

Managing time effectively

Finding and recruiting youth who travel
on their own

Conducting sweeps and recruitment
blitzes

Developing effective strategies to find
eligible children and youth

Locating those remote places where
migrant families work and reside

Finding “invisible” migrant children,
Increasing numbers of migrant families
who stay home or go to work with their migrating only during summer months
parents instead of attending school
Lack of migrant housing leading to
scattered pockets of migrants

Recruiting outside the schools, in other
words, implementing comprehensive
recruitment
14

MSIX as Recruitment Tool
Using MSIX as a Tool – Advice from a Recruiter Coordinator
1. Using MSIX to prioritize referrals
–
–
–

Search MSIX for students
Any student who previously qualified for MEP goes to the top of the list
Use Move Notification to obtain more information

2. Use MSIX as one tool to document “prior history”
–
–
–

Search MSIX for students
Follow state policy
Use Move Notification to obtain more information

3. Consistent use of notifications
–
–
–

Students leaving AND arriving to improve collaboration with other states
All states need to learn value of this and follow-through
More use by you should influence others to improve consistency of use
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MSIX as Recruitment Tool
Using MSIX as Tool (from a PA Recruiter Coordinator)
1. MSIX notification resulted in being aware of a student arriving in an
area previous not known to have migrants; as a result of the
notification, more farms with more families identified.
2. Use of Missed Enrollment report.
3. MSIX was used to document that a student had in fact been in
another state for work even though the recruiter initially thought the
student had not made a move (based on information from the
student).Through MSIX and direct contact with the other state, the
qualifying move was able to be documented.
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MSIX Move Notification
• Most roles have the ability to alert another state/district/school that a
student has arrived to your state or is going to be moving to their
location
• Data Administrators receive these notifications and route them
accordingly if not routed automatically
• It is important to select the State, District, School information to the
extent available so it reaches the correct person
• MEP programs should establish procedures so that the requests are
handled promptly
• A history of these notifications can help identify mobility patterns and
establish your network between states
www.education.pa.gov >
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MSIX Move Notification

www.education.pa.gov >
https://training2.msix.ed.gov
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Missed Enrollment Report
Missed Enrollment Report
Example of using (from a PA Recruiter Coordinator):
• Looked at report to find locations where families had not previously
been found
• Researched to find a dairy that hires migrant labor
• Another state showed records of family who moved from PA (but
wasn’t enrolled in PA)
• Used Google Earth to locate larger farms in the area.
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Missed Enrollment Report
General Discussion
 How to find it
 Various ways to use it
 Thoughts from the group
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Missed Enrollment Report
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Missed Enrollment Report
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Missed Enrollment Report
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Missed Enrollment Report
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Missed Enrollment Report
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Missed Enrollment Report

Steps to Using Missed Enrollment Report
•
•
•
•
•

Discuss with Recruitment Coordinator or Supervisor
Find person who can run report
Discuss Filter Options
Create report and export and manipulate in Excel
Brainstorm, Brainstorm, Brainstorm
–
–
–
–
–
–

Look for patterns
What jumps out at you
Run with “move from” and “move to” separately
Experiment with filters
Re-run
More Brainstorming and continue the cycle
www.education.pa.gov >
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Group Feedback

 How did you use MSIX prior to today?
 How might you use MSIX now?
 Any new thoughts after today?
 What have you learned today?
 What more would you like to learn?
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Questions?

 Any other questions?
 Thank you for attending today!
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For more information on the Migrant Education Program
please visit PDE’s website at www.education.pa.gov

The mission of the department is to academically prepare children and adults
to succeed as productive citizens. The department seeks to ensure that the
technical support, resources and opportunities are in place for all students,
whether children or adults, to receive a high quality education.
www.education.pa.gov >
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